Introduction
Organic semiconductors hold the combined properties of inorganic semiconductors such as silicon and more desirable properties of plastics [1, 2] . Since, the inception of the field of plastic electronics, various organic semiconductors including conjugated polymers and small molecules have been synthesized, studied, and applied to optoelectronic semiconductor device structures in order to improve efficiency, reduce cost or realize new applications that are difficult to achieve with silicon-based technology [3, 4] .
Recently, the exploitation of polymer as an active layer in organic electronic displays has received a particular attention. In this direction, greater efforts have been devoted to seek new possibilities for use in optoelectronic devices such as Polymer Light Emitting Diodes (PLEDs) [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , Polymer Photovoltaic Cells (PPCs) [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] and Polymer Field Effect Transistors (PFET) [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . The field of PLEDs is still an active research area since the first conjugated conducting or semiconducting polymeric material, poly(p-phenylene-vinylene) (PPV), was reported by Burroughes et al. in 1990 [34] . In fact, only polymers can enable manufacturing of large-area light-emitting displays. These electronic devices need special polymers with specific and adapted properties. Since then, there have been increasing interests and research activities in synthesis and design of new polymeric materials for organic electronic devices. However, their properties and those of the related devices are still poorly understood.
One of the requirements for efficient PLEDs is balanced charge injection from the two electrodes and efficient transport of both holes and electrons within luminescent layer in the device structure [35] . More recently, much effort has been devoted to develop wide band gap conjugated polymers for application in light emitting diodes. Then, a number of conjugated polymers including poly(p-phenylene-vinylene) (PPV) [36, 37] , poly(pphenylene) (PPP) [38] [39] [40] [41] , polythiophene (PT) [42, 43] and polyfluorene (PF) [44] have been widely used as light-emitting materials in devices. However, one major problem with these polymers is that they are -excessive in nature and hence are much better at accepting and transporting holes than electrons. Another series of polymers containing -deficient heterocycles like pyridine [45] and oxadiazoles [46] show greater tendency to transport electrons than holes [47] .
To tune the emission properties of PLEDs, sophisticated control of the polymer luminescence color, efficiency, and charge transport properties are required. The emission wavelength depends on the extent of conjugation/delocalization, and can be controlled by the modification of the configuration or conformation of the polymer and by interactions with the local environment [48, 49] . This can be achieved by grafting functional moieties such as electron donor or acceptor groups, which allow the modulation of the electronic structure of the conjugated backbone [50, 51] . Donor-acceptor (D-A) organic molecules are among the most important conjugated polymers, that produce low bad gap useful in technological fields novel materials, by adjusting the HOMO and LUMO levels [52] [53] [54] . The low optical band gaps of the compounds should result by alternating the electron-rich unit of donor segments and the strong electron-deficient unit of acceptor segments in the structure. Then, superior transport properties in organic materials can be achieved with planar and highly conjugated chains [55] [56] [57] . Many investigations have proven that conjugated D-A type polymers play important roles in their balanced charge transporting properties and show unique optical properties. The HOMO and LUMO energy levels of these systems are important for understanding charge injection processes in the luminescent devices [58] [59] [60] .
On the other hand, due to their interesting electrical, optical and optoelectronic properties, conjugated oligomers represent a prominent class of compounds from the viewpoint of theory, synthesis, and applications in materials science [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] . Moreover, they are model compounds for the corresponding polymers [66, 67] . In parallel to recent experimental work on oligomers, theoretical efforts have also begun complementing the experimental studies in the characterization of the nature and the properties of their ground-and lowest electronic excited states [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] . In addition, these approaches have provided significant insight into the electronic and optical properties of conjugated polymers. In the absence of structural information, the experimental measurement, in conjunction with molecular orbital theory, is a valuable tool in analyzing the electronic structure of polymers. This enables an estimate not only of the relative energies of the electronic levels but also of their detailed distribution over the whole molecule. The ionization Potential (IP), electron affinity (EA), molecular electronic structure of the ground and lowest excited states as well as the nature of absorption and photoluminescence obtained through quantum calculations are of great interest prior to fabricating organic devices.
In this context, two new alternating donor-acceptor conjugated copolymers, both of which may be used in organic electronics, are investigated here. The first one is a copolymer containing thienylene-dioctyloxyphenyle-thienylene (TBT) and bipyridine (BIPY) units as shown in Fig. 1 that can be used as an active layer in PLEDs. It is constructed with dioctyloxy substituted phenylene incorporated between two electron-rich-thiophene units, abbreviated as TBT unit, and a bipyridine (BIPY) unit ( Fig. 1 ). It was obtained by the Stille reaction method and the detailed synthesis procedures and characterization have already been reported [74, 75] . The soluble copolymer has a well-defined structure and exhibits excellent optical properties. The number average (Mn) and weight average (Mw) molecular weights of the copolymer, determined by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) using polystyrene as standard, are obtained as 3098 and 3477, respectively. The corresponding polymerization degree, DPn, is found to be 5 corresponding to 25 cycles of number. Photophysical properties of copolymer including Raman scattering, UV-Visible optical absorption and emission are studied. Introducing long alkoxy pendants at 2 and 5 positions of the phenyl ring improves the solvent processability which is a prerequisite for fabricating organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) by the spin coating method.
The second part of this chapter concerns a composite based on Benzothiadiazole mixed with carbazole, or hexylthiophene that can be used for fabricating Polymer Solar Cells (PSCs). PSCs based on the bulk heterojunction (BHJ) structure have attracted broad attentions in recent years [76, 77] . The requirements for the structure and properties of polymeric donors are low band gap, broad absorption range, high mobility and appropriate HOMO and LUMO levels [78] . Among the polymers tested for suitability as an active layer, poly(3hexyl-thiophene) (P3HT) and poly(carbazole) (PCz) have emerged as promising candidates for applications in optoelectronic devices because of their exceptional properties [79, 80] . However, alternative copolymers of [2,1,3]-benzothiadiazole (BT) acceptor units with various donor units have attracted particular attention for using them in high performance PSCs [81] [82] [83] . To optimize the material properties, conjugated polymers with alternating electron-rich and hole-rich units along their backbone have been extensively developed because their absorption spectra and band gap can be readily tuned by controlling the intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) from donors to acceptors [84] .
However, in these linear D-A polymers, the molecular interactions and packing orientation of the conjugating moieties need to be carefully controlled to ensure proper process ability and charge transporting properties [85] . A fundamental understanding of the ultimate relations between structure and properties of these materials is necessary for using them in photovoltaic cells. A number of studies demonstrate that the interplay between theory and experiment is very important in providing useful insights in understanding the molecular electronic structure of the ground and excited states as well as the nature of absorption and photoluminescence [86] . To rationalize our theoretical results, the simulated data are compared with the available experimental data [87] .
In what follows, we elucidate the photophysical properties of the benzothiadiazole derivative compounds with structures as shown in Fig. 2 (a,b) . These two D-A polymers provide a basis for a more comprehensive study of the backbone ring, heteroatom and fused ring effects on polymer properties. Therefore, it is of practical significance to extend our previous work to a comprehensive theoretical investigation on these two types of BTDbased derivatives. Moreover, poly(3-hexyl-thiophene) (P3HT) units have relative higher charge mobility in comparison with other conjugated polymers and have been widely used as π-conjugating spacers [88, 89] . Its insertion in the polymer backbone serves the dual purpose of transporting carriers and providing sites for exciton dissociation [90] . Moreover, the incorporation of electron-withdrawing moieties (3HT) as side chains leads to some useful properties which can further widen the absorption spectrum. Recently, the conjugated P3HT2BTCz compound, built as carbazole-thiophenebenzothiadiazole, has been copolymerized onto the backbone of the copolymer as shown in Fig. 3 . This compound has been synthesized and experimentally characterized, using only photoluminescence and optical absorption spectroscopy. Their related intense and broad absorption bands as well as favorable excited-state energy levels make them good candidates for fabricating PSCs. Thus, if P3HT2BTCz compound is blended with [6, 6] phenyl-C61-bytric acid methyl ester (PCBM) fullerene derivative into BHJ photovoltaic devices [87] , then the conversion efficiency may be increased.
Here further investigations of geometrical parameters, electronic structures, photo-physical and vibrational properties of these compounds are carried out, on the basis of quantumchemical calculations, providing a reasonable interpretation of the experimental results and better understanding of the relationship between the structure and resulting properties. Finally, the parameters that influence the photovoltaic efficiency are elucidated. We think that the presented study of structural, electronic, optical, and charge transfer properties for this compound will help the design more efficient functional photovoltaic copolymers. The objective of the presented result here is not to develop or optimize any applications, but to understand why and how the combined theoretical and experimental studies on copolymers can be conducted in developing optimized Polymer Light Emitting Diodes (PLEDs) and Photovoltaic Cells (PPCs).
Theoretical methodology
All molecular calculations are performed in the gas phase using Density Functional Theory (DFT) implemented in the GAUSSIAN (03) program [91] . We have used the B3LYP (Becke three-parameter Lee-Yang-Parr) exchange correlation functional [92, 93] with 3-21G* and 6-31G* as basis sets. In the first part, the calculation of conformational characteristics has been done by varying the torsion angle in steps of 20° from  = 0° to  = 180°. For each increment, the dihedral angle is held fixed while the remainder of the molecule is optimized. The energy differences in electronic states are always calculated relative to the corresponding absolute minimum conformation and then the relative potential energy surfaces are drawn.
In the optimization procedure of these compounds, the alkyl chains at the N-9 positions of carbazole (Cz) motifs and dioctyloxy groups in TBT-BIPY copolymer are replaced by methyl and methoxy groups, respectively. This has been proven that the presence of alkyl/alkoxy groups does not significantly affect the equilibrium geometry and hence the electronic and the optical properties [94] . Hexyl groups in 3HT motifs are then replaced by methyl groups. The optimization of the composite (P3HT2BTCz: PCBM) is done in two steps. First optimization with PM3 semi-empirical method was carried out, then the resulting structure was re-optimized by DFT/B3LYP/3-21G* to find the equilibrium geometrical structure.
Optical absorption spectra are calculated using the Time-Dependant Density Functional Theory (TDDFT) [95] based on optimized ground state geometries [96] . Theoretically the transition energies and their respective intensities in a given configuration interaction (CI) expansion of singly excited determinants are determined [97] . The electronic configurations for the lowest 50 singlet-singlet transitions are obtained using the same basis set. Then, the obtained data are transformed using the SWizard program [98] into simulated spectra as described in the literature [99] . Finally, the nature and the energy of vertical electron transitions (the main singlet-singlet electron transitions with highest oscillator strengths) of molecular orbital wave functions are presented. The photoluminescence (PL) spectrum has been derived from CIS/TDDFT calculation [100] . Similar procedures are applied on TBT-BIPY model compound on the basis of ground and lowest singlet excited-states, but with two additional methods (CIS/3-21G* and the semi-empirical quantum-chemical ZINDO levels) for absorption and emission properties [101] . The vibrational properties as well as force constants are also examined through results derived from the Molecular Orbital Package (MOPAC 2000) [102] .
Part I: TBT-BIPY copolymer for Light Emitting Diodes (PLEDs)

Raman scattering spectroscopy
The Raman spectrum recorded for the excitation line of 1064 nm is presented in Fig. 4a . We have found that the Raman spectrum is dominated by bands originating from the thiophene, the di-alkoxy-substituted phenylene and pyridine rings vibration. According to the literature [103, 104] , the major band in the spectrum can be attributed to C  =C  stretching vibration of the thienyl ring at roughly 1444 cm -1 and the relatively weaker band at about 1604 cm -1 can be assigned to the C=C stretching vibration of the phenylene ring. The 1302 cm -1 can be attributed to the interring Cthienyl-Cphenyl vibration. In addition, we notice a strong asymmetry in intensity of the dominant triplet, occurring at 1444, 1543 and 1604 cm -1 , resulting from the short conjugation length of the material [105] . 
Optical absorption and emission properties
The optical properties of the copolymer were studied, in chloroform solution and recorded at ambient temperature, by using UV-Vis and fluorescence emission spectroscopies ( Fig. 5 ).
The TBT-BIPY solution showed a sharp peak absorption maximum at 436 nm corresponding to the * electronic transition in the polymer backbone. This band appears at 517 nm for the polymer film. Obviously, the red shift of about 79 nm in the film state is due to the π-π* stacking effect [106] . The optical band gap, defined by the onset absorption of the polymer in the chloroform solution state is 2.43 eV. The polymer showed low band gap when compared to that of TBT-BIPH (2.48 eV). This may be due to the strong interaction between electron acceptor (TBT) and strong electron acceptor segments (BIPY) in the polymer backbone. Then, this optical band gap of the copolymer could be attributed to the D-A structure of polymer matrix. with the max value (498 nm, 2.48 eV) of the main fluorescence peak, indicating that the fluorescence takes places by migration of electrons in the conducting band to the valence band. It is worthy to note that the PL spectrum of the compound shows well-resolved structural features with maxima at 498, 527 and shoulder at about 580 nm assigned to the 0-0, 0-1, and 0-2 intra-chain singlet transition, respectively (the 0-0 transition, the most intense) [107] . The stocks shift was found to be 62 nm (0.35 eV). This shift points to large structural differences between the ground and excited states in the material. In addition, from PL deconvolution spectrum, it should be noted that the energy difference (~ 0.18 eV) agrees well with that of the most intense Raman vibration modes at around 1450 cm −1 .
Theoretical part
Conformational analysis
In the absence of structural information, we have assumed that the oligomer tends to be planar because of two reasons: (i) interchain interactions (packing force) tend to significantly reduce the torsion angles between adjacent units in the solid state and (ii) electronic and optical properties are weakly affected by small changes in torsional angels. To determine the minimum energy configuration, we perform fully geometrical optimizations on TBT-BIPY with B3LYP/3-21G*. Since there is only one type of substitution on the phenyl ring (substitution 2 is equivalent to the site 5), three different conformation types can occur in TBT-BIPY copolymer structure. The potential energy surface (PES) of copolymer is obtained by partial optimization as shown in Fig. 6 . As these structures show flexibility in the molecule, first of all, individual torsion potentials for the two structures of thiophene-di-methoxy-phenylene (TDMP) and bipyridine (BIPY) are obtained for each molecule as a function of the inter-ring C-C dihedral angle φ1 (torsional angle between the thiophene and di-methoxy-phenylene rings) and φ4 (torsional angle between the two pyridine rings) by varying them from 0° (syn-planar) to 180° (antiplanar) in steps of 20°. Therefore, to construct the potential energy curve for TBT-BIPY copolymer, φ1 and φ4 are held fixed and the torsional angle φ3 (dihedral angle between the thiophene and pyridine rings) is calculated in the same way by varying the torsional angles (φ1 and φ4) as described above. From the conformational analysis of TDMP and BIPY, it is found that both show a minimum at the torsional angle around 0°, and they adopt co-planar conformations. However, when BIPY is connected to TBT unit, molecules get twisted out of the planarity with an angle φ3 = 40°. Accordingly, all the inter-ring dihedral angles are kept constant at φ1 = φ2 = φ4 = 0° and φ3 = 40° during the geometry optimizations.
Ground-and excited-state structures
The optimized structure of TBT-BIPY optimized using DFT//B3LYP/3-21G* is shown Fig. 7 . The selected bond lengths and twist angles are collected in Table 1 . As shown in Table 1 , the two TBT and bipyrdine units of 2-TBT-BIPY adopt planar conformations with dihedral angles inferior to 1°. Whereas, the dihedral angles 3, 5 and 8 for 2-TBT-BIPY are twisted out of plane of ~24°. In addition, the C-O-C angles are not affected along the polymer chains and are evaluated to be 119.5°.
Dihedral Angle (°)
Ground 
9
-0.088 -0.091 Table 1 . Calculated dihedral angles in their ground-and excited-states of 2-TBT-BIPY copolymer.
It is worth noting that the interaction forces between the oxygen atom (negatively charged) and the sulfur atom (positively charged) in the TBT unit are attractive [108] [109] [110] . Similar results are found for the Bipyridine unit; in which intra-molecular interaction occurs between non-bonded nitrogen and hydrogen atoms (the atomic charges are listed in Table 2 referred to the individual atoms in the numbering sequence shown Fig. 8 ) Further, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) as well as the HOMO-LUMO energy gap (LUMO-HOMO) are studied. Accordingly, for 2-TBT-BIPY, the HOMO is at -4.922 eV, LUMO at -2,152 eV and the energy difference between these levels is thus 2.77 eV. To further understand the optical property changes, Fig.9 illustrates the three highest occupied and three lowest unoccupied orbital levels for the 2-TBT-BIPY copolymer. The vibrational Raman frequencies are calculated using the same method on geometryoptimized structure and are directly compared to those obtained from the Raman spectroscopy measurements. In Fig. 4a , we have plotted the normalized theoretical and experimental Raman spectra of the TBT-BIPY copolymer compound. It is relevant to note here that the vibrational spectrum calculated by DFT methodology agree satisfactorily with the experimental spectrum both in relative intensities and peak positions. The deviation between the measured Raman scattering and theoretically vibrational frequencies are less than 30 cm -1 . Moreover, it was found that there were no negative vibrational frequencies, which indicate that optimized structure was at the energy minimum. This implies that the theoretically determined structure of copolymer is the most accurate description of the electronic structure. Accordingly, the experimental and calculated Raman bands at 1444 and 1457 cm -1 , respectively, assigned to the thiophene ring vibrations [103] [104] , are strongly resonant with the * electronic transition of compound. The most important Raman vibrational modes are shown in Fig.4b .
By combining the experimental data (optical band gap and Raman frequencies) with DFT calculations, two units of TBT-BIPY copolymer were considered as model structure for predicting the optical and emission properties.
For better understanding of the optical and emission processes, we have firstly computed the bond lengths of the ground and excited states, where the changes of bond lengths can be compared. The values of bond lengths for the 2-TBT-BIPY copolymer, in their ground-and excited-states are shown in Fig. 10 . It can be seen that some bond lengths increase and some decrease in the excited state. Furthermore, we find that all the bond lengths of two bipyridine as well as those of C-O-C are shortened. Whereas, in the left TBT unit, the C-C single bond of thiophene rings as well as that connecting the thiophene ring to phenylene and bipyridine rings increase. In addition, in the second TBT unit, double bonds of thiophene rings and single/double bonds of substituted phenylene rings also increase. On the other hand and whatever the state is, the non-bonded S--O and N--H contacts were found to be considerably shorter than the sum of their Van der Waals radii. These distances vary from ~2.62 Å to ~2.64 Å (S--O) and from ~2.43 Å to ~2.46 Å (N--H), when excited from the ground to excited states, which confirm the occurrence of non-covalent intra-molecular interactions. We believe that attractive interaction forces can modify the C-O-C angles in the excited state. This indicates that the singlet excited state should be much more planar than their ground state.
Electronic transitions
We have applied a variety of theoretical approaches, including CIS/3-21G*, TD-B3LYP/3-21G* and ZINDO methods to study the optical and emission properties of TBT-BIPY copolymers. The theoretical results thus obtained are compared with the experimental ones. All the energy levels calculated using the Time Dependent Density Functional Theory (TD-DFT), the CIS/3-21G* and the semi-empirical quantum-chemical ZINDO are used to predict the optical absorption and emission spectra of the ground (S0) and first excited (S1) optimized structures. The assignment of electronic transitions and their oscillator strengths are also calculated using these three methods.
From theoretical calculations, the wavelength of transitions from the ground to the first excited state (S0S1) and from the first excited state to ground state (S1S0) having the largest oscillator strength as well as their corresponding molecular orbital character for 2-TBT-BIPY are listed in Table 3 . The corresponding experimental optical absorption and emission wavelengths measured in TBT-BIPY copolymer in chloroform solution are also listed in the same table. Clarke et al [112] suggest that the importance of the HOMO-LUMO transition may be easily understood from the spectral distribution of molecular orbitals. Accordingly, to a first approximation, a significant overlap found between HOMO and LUMO implies an intense transition between HOMO to LUMO and vice-versa. Here, the vertical S0S1 transition dominates the HL excitation by 60-81%.
Method of calculation
Optical absorption properties of ground state (S0  S1) Table 3 . The vertical transition energies (nm) and their oscillator strengths of absorption from the ground to the first excited state (S0S1) and emission from the first excited to ground (S1S0) states of TBT-BIPY copolymers calculated by CIS/3-21G*, TD//B3LYP/3-21G* and ZINDO methods.
Frontier molecular orbitals (HOMO and LUMO)
To gain insight into the excitation properties and the ability of electron or hole transport, we have shown in Fig. 11 HOMO and LUMO together known as frontier molecular orbitals which contribute significantly to the electronic transitions between the ground and excited states in 2-TBT-BIPY.
HOMO 237a
LUMO 238a LUMO+1 239a
LUMO+2 240a
HOMO-1 236a
HOMO-2 235a
(a) (b) Figure 11 . Contour plots for the HOMO and LUMO molecular orbitals which contribute significantly to the electronic transitions in 2-TBT-BIPY copolymers: (a) absorption from ground to excited and (b) emission from excited-to ground states.
We have examined and found that the presence of methoxy side chain does not have a significant effect on the molecular orbital distribution. In the HOMO, the C=C segments are -bonding and have anti-bonding character with respect to their neighboring C=C units.
Whereas, in the case of LUMO, the C=C units are anti-bonding and bonding in the bridge single bond. In general, excitation of a -electron from HOMO to LUMO leads to increase the localization of electron density on the acceptor part of the molecule. Here, the promotion of one electron from HOMO to LUMO is explained by the frontier molecular orbital. For the TBT-BIPY copolymer, the LUMO favors the inter-ring mobility of electrons, while the HOMO only promotes the intra-ring mobility of electrons [116] . As outlined before, in the excited state of copolymer, both the HOMO and LUMO frontier molecular orbitals topology are significantly affected, particularly in the left TBT unit indicating their contribution to the excitation processes. In fact, in the ground state, the spatial distribution of the molecular orbitals is rather delocalized over the molecule. Changing to the excited state geometry, they become more localized.
Mulliken charge distribution for TBT-BIPY
A schematic representation for the intra-molecular charge transfer (CT) in the ground and excited states of 2-TBT-BIPYcopolymer, calculated as the average of the summation of Mulliken charge distribution of the TBT and BIPY units, is displayed in Fig.12 . In general, intra-molecular charge transfer is generated through the alternating donor-acceptor conjugated systems [117] . From this figure, we think that the alternating TBT (positively charged) and BIPY (negatively charged) can be used as donor and acceptor, respectively. We have separately examined their HOMO and LUMO levels, which indicates that for the TBT unit, the HOMO is at -4.29 eV and the LUMO at -1,29 eV and for bipyridine unit we get -6.52 eV for the HOMO and -1.33 eV for the LUMO. Although the LUMO levels for both are quite similar, a weak intra-molecular charge transfer in these molecules can established. Based on the comparison between ground and excited-state geometries for 2-TBT-BIPY, we deduce that the charge distributions are predominantly restricted to the substituted phenylene and thiophene units. We can also predict the geometrical structure changes between the ground (S0) and singlet excited (S1) from the molecular orbitals. Therefore, to better understand the excitation process in TBT-BIPY copolymer, we have investigated the molecular orbitals involved in the electronic transition.
Simulated optical and emission spectra for TBT-BIPY copolymer
In Fig.13 , we have depicted the simulated results of the optical absorption and emission spectra for 2-TBT-BIPY copolymer using the above three methods. To select the accurate method for predicting these optical properties, we show the potential energy surface (PES) of the ground (Ug) and excited (Ue) states along with their normal coordinates for 2-TBT-BIPY copolymer in Fig. 14 and Table 4 . In Fig. 14, the two potential energies surfaces (PES) are plotted along with their normal coordinate q and the absorption and fluorescence spectra obtained from the transition between these two PES, using CIS/3-21G* and TD-DFT, respectively. The optical absorption energy (EVA), emission energy (EVE) and the relaxation energy ( , ) are presented in Table 5 . The Stokes shift (SS), which is defined as the difference between the absorption and emission energies (EVA-EVE), is usually related with the band widths of both the absorption and emission bands [118] and it is a measure of the energy loss due to the molecular relaxation. It can be expressed as: = + = −EVE. From the results given in table 5, we show that the SS calculated by CIS/3-21 G* is about two times higher than that calculated by TD-DFT. Accordingly, due to the neglect of the effects of electron correlation and higher order excitations, the geometrical relaxation after the excitation contributes much to the Stokes shift calculated by CIS/3-21 G*. It is well known that the absorption energy (EVA) is usually considered to be maximum in the absorption spectrum, but it must be corrected for the zero-point vibrational energy (ZPE). In our case, compared with the results given in Table 4 , SS energies calculated by CIS/3-21G* and TD-DFT methods as given in Table 5 deviate only by 0.084 eV and 0.088 eV, respectively. This difference of about 0.08 eV probably represents the value that needs to be used to correct the theoretical data. By such correction to the experimental value an excellent agreement is obtained with the result calculated by ZINDO method as shown in Table 4 For understanding better the results optical absorption and emission spectra calculated by ZINDO method experimental results are presented in Fig. 15 . All curves are normalized to unity at their respective maximum. Prior to comparing the results calculated by ZINDO with those of obtained from experiments, it may be noted that no solvent effects have been taken into account in the ZINDO calculation. Keeping this in mind and comparing the spectra shapes, we believe that ZINDO results are in agreement with the experimental ones. 
PLEDs architecture
In general, conjugated organic materials have smaller hole injection barriers than electron injection barriers due to the electron richness in a -conjugated system, leading to poor electron transport ability in these materials. There are two possible approaches to improve this poor electron-transporting ability in organic materials used for fabricating LEDs. The most straightforward modification is to deposit a low work function (WF) metals such as Mg or Ca as cathode by high vacuum sublimation. However, the sensitivity of these metals towards oxygen and moisture limits their practical applications. The other more practical approach is to design or invent a material with lower LUMO energy by increasing its electron affinity, so that LUMO is to WF of the cathode material.
The electron injection energy barrier (Ee) is determined by the electron affinity (EA) or by the difference between LUMO and WF of the cathode (c), while the hole injection energy barrier (Eh) is determined by the difference between IP or HOMO and WF of the anode (a). In the most simple case, a single organic layer OLED, the organic layer is sandwiched between two electrodes of different work functions, one of which has to be transparent to light. For this electrode ITO coated glass substrates are frequently used. As for the counter electrode aluminum is used mostly.
The energy barriers between the emitting polymer and electrodes can be estimated by comparing the work function of the electrodes with HOMO and LUMO energy levels of emitting polymer. Thus, the hole-injection barrier is Eh = EHOMO-4.8 eV, where 4.8 eV is the work function of the ITO anode and the electron-injection barrier is Ee = X -ELUMO, where X is the work function of cathode. The difference between the electron-and hole-injection barriers (Ee-Eh) is a useful parameter to evaluate the balance in electron and hole injection. Lower the (Ee-Eh) better the injection balance of electrons and holes from the cathode and anode, respectively. For TBT-BIPY copolymer, we have shown in Fig.16 
Part II: Donor-acceptor polymers for photovoltaic cell devices
Results and discussion
Conformational study
As first step, an accurate representation of the bond rotations in the chain is extremely important, since the properties of such polymers depend strongly on the conformational statistics of polymer chains [119] . Besides, the geometries obtained for the most stable conformations are used as input data for full optimization calculations. DFT/B3LYP calculations are performed on the following three model compounds, poly(3hexylthiophene)-benzothiadiazole (P3HTBT), poly (carbazole-benzothiadiazole) (PCzBT) and poly(3-hexylthiophene)-di-benzothiadiazole-carbazole (P3HT2BTCz).
In conformational part, two basis sets 3-21G* and 6-31G* have been used for the sake of comparison. We note that the results derived from these two basis sets are almost similar. The relative energy for the first model ( Fig. 17) shows two local minima in both sides of the spectrum (0° and 180°) and a maximum at about 90°. The results indicate that the P3HTBT is completely planar with the inter-ring torsion angle 0°. It's obvious that this planarity is caused by intra-molecular repulsion between sulphur atoms in the main polymer backbone. In the case of benzothiadiazole copolymerized with carbazole, the conformational behaviour is completely different. The twisted conformations have two torsion angles 1 and 2 at around 40° and 140°, respectively. The latter conformation (140°) is slightly more stable by about 0.5 kcal.mol -1 .
Structural and characteristic parameters
The fully optimized structures with DFT/B3LYP/3-21G* method, with the respect to the torsion angles of both P3HTBT and PCzBT copolymers are shown in Fig. 18 . Based on these optimized structures, the principal physico-chemical parameters of the two copolymers are collected in Table 6 . Along with the torsional angle () (the deviation from co-planarity between the donor and acceptor units), intra-molecular charge transfer (DCT) (the summation of all charges for the donor unit 3-hexyl thiophene (3HT) and carbazole (Cz)), bridge length (LB) (the bond length between the donor and acceptor) are summarized.
LB (Å)
DCT (e)  (°) P3HTBT Considering the most stable conformation, we can deduce that the optimized structure of the PCzBT appears under a twisted configuration with a large torsional angle ( = 147.0°). This suggests that a strong steric hindrance effect exists between the donor and acceptor moieties, whereas the P3HTBT structure has perfectly a planar structure. Moreover, compared to PCzBT, the order of the LB of P3HTBT remains smaller indicating the formation of the mesomeric structures induced by intra-molecular charge transfer, that is, D-AD + =A -. The large intra-molecular charge (DCT) of PCzBT copolymer backbone is probably originating from the nitrogen atoms with high electronegativity in the main backbone of Cz donor group. DCT significantly enhances the -electron delocalization which is largely dependent on  rather than on the acceptor strength.
The optimized structure of the resulting P3HT2BTCz composite and its main geometrical parameters (torsion angle and interring bond length) are illustrated in Fig. 19 . The inspection of these data reveals that the resulting composite shows an almost non planar conformation which is more underlined on both sides of carbazole units to reach the values of 45° and 49°. Moreover, compared to those of P3HTBT and PCzBT, the central bonds connecting the two neighbouring central rings are slightly shorter, showing that this compound is more conjugated to extend the delocalization on all the chain backbone. 
Optical properties and electronic structures
As firstly discussed, the oligomer geometries and their corresponding band gap are calculated using DFT/B3LYP method with 3-21G* and 6-31G* basis sets. The band gap is estimated as the difference between the HOMO and LUMO energies. In our case, the band gap of (P3HTBT)n and (PCzBT)n (n = 1-4) oligomers are listed in Table 7 . Table 7 . Band gap energy Eg of (P3HTBT)n and (PCzBT)n (n: from 1 to 4 units).
Polymer
Number of monomer
By using the linear extrapolation technique [120] , it can be seen from Fig. 20 that this value decreases with increasing the chain length from monomer to quatermer. Moreover, the theoretical data resulting from the two considered basis sets are very close and no significant changes are noticed when going from 3-21G* to 6-31G* basis set calculations. The band gap of P3HTBT is found to be around 1.55 and 1.61 eV with 6-31G* and 3-21G* basis sets, respectively. These values are lower than that of pristine P3HT (1.90 eV) [121] , due to the presence of benzothiadiazole in the main backbone copolymer. In parallel, a wide band gap for PCzBT is estimated to be 2.44-2.52 eV (Fig. 20) . Nevertheless, the band gap of resulting composite P3HT2BTCz is found to be 2.31 eV which is in agreement with the experimental values Eg  1.97 eV (derived from the UV-visible absorption spectrum in chloroform solution) [87] . These results are in close agreement with the experimental data by taking into account the packing effects (interchain interaction) in the solid state [122] . The HOMO level energy is estimated to be -4.9 eV making this copolymer photo-chemically stable.
The TDDFT method was applied on the basis of the ground state optimized geometry of different compounds under study. As shown in Fig. 21 , the absorption spectrum of the P3HT2BTCz composite seems to be the superposition of the two absorption spectra of P3HTBT and PCzBT copolymers. Compared to PCzBT and P3HTBT polymers, the absorption spectra is broader due the red shifted absorption, which may be attributed to the much better conjugation along the polymer backbone. Besides, the simulated absorption spectra show that the P3HT2BTCz compound absorbs from the UV at a wavelength of 600 nm, with two main absorption peaks centred at 478 and 319 and a weak peak at 260 nm. The band located at 319 nm arises from the delocalized * transition in the polymer and the visible absorption peak located at longer wavelength centered at 478 nm could be assigned to the intra-molecular charge transfer transition between the Cz donor moiety and the BT acceptor unit [123] . The vertical excitation energy and their corresponding oscillator strength along the main excitation configuration are listed in In order to study the emission properties of P3HT2BTCz compounds, the TD/B3LYP method was applied to the geometry of the lowest singlet excited state optimized at the CIS level with 3-21G* basis set [124] . The normalized photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of P3HT2BTCz (Fig. 22) shows a maximum at 649 nm with strongest intensity (f = 0.8415), compared to 630 nm in experimental spectrum as indicated in Table 9 . This may be regarded as an electronic transition reverse of the absorption corresponding mainly from LUMO to HOMO. Moreover, the observed red-shifted emission in the PL spectra is found to be in reasonable agreement with the experimental one by taking into account the packing effects (inter-chain interaction) in the solid state (0.49 eV (124 nm)) [87] . We also find relatively high values of Stokes Shift (SS) in P3HT2BTCz (0.62 eV (172 nm)) ( Fig. 22 ). Fig.  23 (at the right). Two striking things immerge from DOS diagram: 1) the ground state interaction between the donor and acceptor units and 2) this interaction induces intra-gap charge transfer states lying inside the gap of the PCzBT. As a result, P3HT2BTCz composite orbitals are shifted towards higher energies compared to the isolated PCzBT orbitals and towards lower energies compared to the isolated P3HTBT orbitals. The electron density iso-contours of HOMO and LUMO of P3HT2BTCz compound are plotted in Fig. 24 . It can be seen that an asymmetric character within the rings and between subunits prevails for the HOMO orbital of this copolymer. Moreover, the localization of electronic charge lies mainly in the side part of HOMO orbital, which is typically expected due to the chain-end effects, which changes the shape of LUMO orbital. Due to the nonplanarity observed for the P3HT2BTCz compound geometry, in its ground state, electrons are mainly localized on the benzothiadiazole units, as result of the weak interactions between the two building blocks. This fact is particularly noticeable in the LUMO orbital with a symmetric character between the subunits.
According to our calculations, electron densities in the first excited state namely LUMO and LUMO+1 are delocalized on BT and P3HT units with a symmetric character. Whereas, for higher energy levels, e.g., LUMO+2 levels take part in electron transitions on the P3HT and Cz units. Yet, the charge density of HOMO, HOMO-1 shows that the charge density spreads over the main chain of the compound to become much concentrated around the P3HT and Cz units in HOMO-2. A large number of bands appear with very high peaks due to an induced strong dipolar moment. All characteristics of infrared bands in P3HT [125] , PCz and BT vibration modes are observed.
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The inspection of these spectra shows that after combining the two copolymers to obtain the P3HT2BTCz composite, some bands undergo slight changes in their positions and intensities. The main vibrational modes of PBT persist following the addition of 3HT, Cz groups in the P3HT2BTCz composite. Firstly, a down shift of the band assigned to C-H stretching in benzothiadiazole unit is observed at high frequencies with strong intensity located at 3330 cm -1 in (P3HTBT)4 and (PCzBT)4.. The band at 1785 cm -1 assigned to the antisymmetric C=C stretching mode becomes clear in the other PCzBT and P3HT2BTCz compounds and the C-C bending vibrational mode located at 1621 cm -1 in PBT becomes clearly pronounced in PCzBT and P3HT2BTCz with a high energy shift of about 20 cm -1 .
The signal attributed to the S-N stretching at 1073 cm -1 completely disappears in the functionalized composite following a significant interaction of different groups. This effect is also confirmed by the shift (from 1486 to 1550 cm -1 and from 1443 to 1513 cm -1 ) observed in IR bands ascribed to symmetric and anti-symmetric C=C stretching, respectively, as a consequence of the presence of more conjugated backbone. The band at 707 cm -1 , ascribed as out-of-plane C-H wagging of PBT polymer, decreases in intensity in the first two copolymers and disappears completely in the case of the P3HT2BTCz composite. This effect is due to a significant interaction between donor Cz as donor and BT as acceptor acceptor groups. Thus, this analysis highlights the effective charge transfer in the main backbone of these compounds targeted for photovoltaic applications.
In order to support the above discussed results further, the force constant analysis of benzothiadiazole unit in P3HTBT, PCzBT copolymers and P3HT2BTCz composite, have been investigated as shown in Fig. 26 .
Generally, the bond stretch depends on two main parameters, the bonding energy (E0) and the force constant k. The latter represents the potential energy surface (PES) curvature near the minimum = ( ) . The force constant (k) is proportional to the strength of the covalent bond [126] . Considering the BT unit as shown in Fig. 26 , one can deduce that the bond length variation marks important changes in benzothiadiazole bonding, depending on the electronic configuration and hence force constant. One can also notice that the inter-ring force constants (F1 and F12) increase dramatically with a significant decrease in their corresponding bond length, leading to a more conjugated composite compared to P3HTBT and PCzBT. It clearly shows that the intra-ring delocalization is larger for P3HT2BTCz than for P3HTBT or PCzBT. In addition, the modifications on benzene moiety are clearly seen through the force constants F5 and F7. On the thiadiazole part, force constants such as F8, F9, F10 and F11 are very similar but a slight variation can be noticed in the case of the composite because of the presence of Cz and BT together in the main backbone structure with 3HT as spacer. This configuration can enhance the charge transfer between donor and acceptor units. These observations are consistent with the above discussed properties. Bond length (Å) 
Photovoltaic properties
Favorable values of HOMO and LUMO levels, band gaps, and strong absorptions in the visible region suggest that the P3HT2BTCz may be used as active layer in PSCs devices when blended with [6, 6] -phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM), which is the most broadly used acceptor in solar cell devices [127] [128] . After an optimization procedure via the semi-empirical PM3 method, the resulting blend geometrical structure of the composite (P3HT2BTCz:PCBM) in weight ratio of 1:1 is then re-optimized by DFT/B3LYP/3-21G* as shown in Fig. 27 , where the substituents in the case of PCBM play the role of the spacers between the donor and C60 acceptor units. This stable configuration is governed by the interaction of oxygen of the PCBM with the sulphur atom of thiophene units on both sides of carbazole motives. Based on the comparison between the donor and the acceptor compounds, the resulting composite shows some interesting electronic properties, such as a low band gap of 1.93 eV and a lower HOMO energy level of -5.32 eV which indicate that this composite can be used as an active layer in photovoltaic cells. The corresponding structure of a photovoltaic device is schematically presented in Fig. 27 . The difference in the LUMO energy levels of P3HT2BTCz and PCBM is close to 1.0 eV, suggesting that the photo-excited electron transfer from P3HT2BTCz to PCBM may be sufficiently efficient in photovoltaic devices [129] [130] . Energetically, in comparing different anode and cathode metals as shown in Fig. 28 one can notice that the transparent ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) anode and Al, Ag or Mg (Aluminium, Silver or Magnesium) as cathode are the most suitable metals for for effective charge collection on two electrodes. Based on this formula, it can be seen that the Voc value of P3HT2BTCz: PCBM is about 0.97 V but it depends on the difference of the output of the electrodes [135] . Starting from the above results, P3HT2BTCz composite seems to be a good candidate for photovoltaic application due to its high Voc and wider absorption range broader than the range of absorption of other copolymers. Based on Scharber model [136] , the maximum power-conversion efficiency of the photovoltaic solar cell, with P3HT2BTCz:PC61BM (1:1) composite as active layer can be up to 5%.
Conclusion
The aim of this chapter is to combine experimental analyses and theoretical calculations to present a comprehensive study of the structural and optical properties of organic electronic devices. Based on model compounds, Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO), Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO) levels, Ionization Potential (IP), Electron Affinity (EA) as well as electronic structures for two samples are examined. The optoelectronic parameters studied here are essential for better understanding of the exchange between polymer and electrodes in PLEDs and PPCs. The experimental and computational results are compared and discussed.
The first part of this chapter shows how important it is to combine thienylene, dialkoxyphenylene and bipyridine fragments to obtain compounds with a strong electronic delocalization. As a result, analysis of the results obtained in the gas phase has allowed us to understand the crucial role played by the intra-molecular S--O and N--H interactions in determining the planarity of the compound. This leads to the formation of a donor-acceptor type of arrangement within the polymer backbone and an intra-molecular charge transfer for the TBT-BIPY copolymer model compound. In addition, we have presented the optical and emission properties of these compounds by studying the ground and first excited states of copolymer models.
In the second part, we have used the density functional theory DFT/B3LYP to investigate the photo-physical properties of some copolymers in alternate donor-acceptor structure. In fact, the modification of chemical structures can greatly modulate and improve the electronic and optical properties of pristine copolymers. Hence, added to benzothiadiazole units, the introduction of carbazole motives in the copolymer backbone results in a better overlap of the absorption spectrum with the solar spectrum. In addition, the hexylthiophene linkage is found not only as a conjugated bridge but also it reduces the steric interaction between aromatic rings and thus enhances the effective charge transfer between donor and acceptor units.
In fact, the obtained theoretical data derived from DFT/B3LYP/3-21G* method are in good agreement with the available experimental data. The resulting optimized BHJ active layer shows a -stacking configuration governed by a Wander walls interaction. A model energy band diagram is introduced, simulating the energy behaviour of this active layer. Based on this design concept, the PSC using the blend of P3HT2BTCz with fullerene derivatives, exhibit a promising performance with a PCE up to 5%. This approach provides great flexibility in fine-tuning of the absorption spectra and energy levels of the resultant polymers for achieving high device performance.
Finally, these results clearly indicate that these new compounds with alternating donoracceptor structures are promising materials for application in optoelectronic devices. Devices fabrication and characterization are in progress and will be published elsewhere.
